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Participatory crop breeding and selection are a relatively new and promising field of research with a 
potential to improve field performance and adoption. This is particularly true in the case of root, tuber 
and banana (RTB) crops which despite their important contribution to energy intake in the tropics rely 
on small scale production and traditional varieties. This review compiles available literature in order 
to analyse geographic and temporal trends in research methodologies, gender inclusiveness and trait 
preferences across participatory research in cassava, banana, plantain, sweetpotato, yam and potato. 
The purpose of this paper is to provide insights for breeders and social scientists in order to improve 
protocols and better target participatory research in the future. We found that a significant amount 
of research on the topic has not yet produced scientific publications and available papers are lacking 
protocols for research design and sampling that are responsive to gender and socioeconomic diversity. 
Moreover we found that data collection strategies are not adequate for deciphering complex traits 
describing trade-offs and revealing reasons for varietal preferences. This limits the ability to identify 
quantifiable indicators that can be integrated into breeding programs. Geographic, environmental and 
field management data is lacking, undermining the external validity of existing research. Overall this 
report points to the need for uniform protocols that facilitate collection, digitalization and open 




Participatory research is a powerful tool for breeders and can improve the field performance and 
adoption of varieties. This is particularly true for crops that rely on small scale, traditional production 
systems. RTB (Roots, Tubers and banana) crops are important staples and contribute significantly to 
the carbohydrate intake and food sovereignty for small-scale farmers in the tropics. In spite of their 
importance, the development and adoption of improved varieties in RTB crops has been slow when 
compared to other crops like grains (Walker, 2015). Participatory research techniques consist mainly 
of trait prioritization and participatory variety evaluation. Trait prioritization is essential in order to 
establish multiple breeding targets that reflect farmer preferences since in many cases farmers also 
act as end-users. In classical breeding harvestable yield has often overshadowed secondary traits that 
are important to farmers, resulting in limited adoption. Participatory variety evaluation can be done 
both in controlled trials at research stations or delocalized through on-farm trials. On-farm trials 
assure adaptation to realistic field conditions often characterized by marginal environment and 
limited inputs, something conventional breeding has ignored, resulting in improved varieties 
underperforming in realistic field conditions (Almekinders et al., 2001).   
High heterozygosity and polyploidy contribute to the considerable genetic complexity that make 
breeding particularly difficult in RTB crops; this combined with the fact that preferred traits are poorly 
characterized, and heritability is often low (Thiele et al., 2020). Moreover, vegetative propagation 
results in a major constraint for seed availability which depends on informal markets and is limited by 
pest and pathogen build-up as well as low multiplication rates. Considering that RTB crops are possibly 
the next frontier for breeding it is critical that this process takes into consideration farmers’ 
preferences or otherwise large investments can be undermined by poor field performance and 
adoption.  This is a complex process since within traditional production systems farmers employ a 





Moreover the preferences for a single trait can vary greatly, reflecting the response to different trade-
offs. It is important to understand not only the preferred trait but the reason for this preference within 
the farmer’s specific context.  
There are indications that the gender of the respondent significantly affects the types of traits that he 
or she prioritizes, with some researchers finding a predisposition towards processing traits in women 
and yield in men (Weltzien et al., 2019). These differences have been found to be consistently across 
banana research (Marimo et al., 2020). Divergences in trait preferences across genders are potentially 
correlated with the different roles and decision-making involvement in the different stages of 
production, processing and distribution. This points to the fact that demographic and socio-economic 
characterization of respondents as well as PRAs (Participatory Rural Appraisals) investigating local 
production systems are critical to the understanding of preferences. Lack of characterization of 
sampled populations results in an inability to discriminate between the effects of gender and other 
attributes like age, wealth or education (Weltzien et al., 2019).  
The existence of equivocal preferences for specific traits and the variability across different social 
groups means that analysing compounded preferences across different populations might result in 
the overlooking of outlier traits that are only significant within particular geographic and demographic 
segments. These considerations can be made for Participatory Varietal Selection (PVS) which can 
include on-farm trials that allow to quantify the genotype, environment and management interactions 
(Fadda, 2020), but whose potential rely on a previous characterization that can inform sampling 
strategy and the field location selection. Keeping detailed records of the participants’ characteristics 
not only offers an array of opportunities for statistical analysis of interaction but also ensures concerns 
with the reproducibility and wider applicability of the field results are addressed (Kool et al., 2020). 
Participatory breeding is a relatively young field of research, therefore the standard protocols for 
participation have yet to be defined and widely adopted for some crops, potato (Haan et al., 2019) 
being an exception. Standardization in the research design, sampling strategy, data collection, 
analysis, reporting and accessibility is critical to the ability to assemble and compare results from 
individual investigations to identify larger geospatial trends as suggested by Brown et al. (2020). 
Moreover, standardization is required in order to implement new digital methods such as use of crop 
ontology for recording traits (Arnaud et al., 2020) as well as the Tricot protocol for on-farm trials (van 
Etten et al., 2016b) 
In this report we review RTB participatory crop variety research with a focus on geographic and 
temporal trends, research methodologies, gender inclusiveness and trait preferences. The analysis 
focused on answering two sets of research questions. For the general trends in participatory research: 
how much have studies focused on gender; what type of research methodology has prevailed; and 
what has been the geographic distribution of the studies? As for the preference traits we attempted 
to answer the following questions: which traits and trait categories are most important to farmers 
according to free-listing studies and how do they compare with the pre-defined traits chosen by 
researchers in participatory studies. We hypothesised that research frameworks that involve farmer’s 
evaluation of varieties based on given traits like it is often the case in PVS would differ from the traits 
listed by farmers in trait prioritization studies. The purpose of this study is to generate insights that 
can guide future developments in participatory research through standardized protocols, targeted 









Literature search and selection 
In order to assess the advances in participatory research with the focus on trait preferences, we have 
compiled all available literature in one database. For this purpose, we have bundled together all the 
peer reviewed and grey literature like doctoral theses which could be found online up to September 
2020. Since the focus of this research is on participatory breeding, we had to establish a working 
definition for “participatory”. For this purpose, we narrowed down participation to being that of 
farmers as opposed to other end-users like urban consumers and processors. Moreover, although the 
participation can potentially happen at different stages like preliminary trait prioritization studies, 
field evaluations and consumer evaluations, we regarded the examination of farmer’s preferences as 
being a necessary condition. Therefore, we excluded on-farm trials which performed only agronomic 
data collection on-farm. Within the database, we recorded important characteristics of the 
publications, methodological aspects and reported traits.  
Publications were first searched through Scopus. However due to low number of results, Google 
Scholar was employed to support the search. The following keywords were used in different 
combinations: “traits”, “farmer”, “participatory”, “selection”, “evaluation”, “preferences”, 
“assessment” and “variety” together with the respective name of selected RTB crops (banana, 
cassava, plantain, potato, sweetpotato, yam).  
In total we collected 123 entries in the database. Searches in Google Scholar produced a large pool of 
grey literature in the form of unpublished publications and doctoral theses, resulting in 56% of all 
entries being grey literature and not possessing any Digital Object Identifier (DOI). Some unpublished 
publications and theses were also provided by researchers from their private archives. Other 
publications referenced within these publications were also searched online, however generally these 
were not accessible, particularly pre-2000s publications. The oldest publication is from 1996; only two 
publications are pre-2000s. This means that this study can only describe the state of research in the 
last two decades.  
Publications were screened based on their title and abstract for inclusion in the database. Two types 
of studies were selected for this review: participatory variety field evaluations and trait prioritization 
studies. The first type involved the assessment and/or selection of varieties by farmers, the second 
type consisted of listing and/or ranking important traits. Evaluations can be carried out at different 
stages of the crop cycle and after harvest. The second type, trait prioritization studies, involved 
farmers to provide information about their preferred traits which they often do by free-listing. 
A database structure was developed in MS Excel. Different tables were linked through unique 






Characterization of studies 
The first task was to classify studies by crop. Banana and plantain publications were classified under a 
joint category, but a separate variable was included to record the type of Musa sp. based on whether 
it was cooking, dessert, roasting or beverage banana (juice and beer) and plantain. Nevertheless, many 
studies involved multiple types. In West Africa where plantain is predominant studies often consisted 
of surveys collecting farmers’ preferences for plantains and bananas together. For this reason, 
different types of Musa spp. were grouped together for analysis. 
While the publications were only selected if they involved participatory evaluations and trait 
prioritization exercises, other forms of participation by processors consumers, and sensory panels 
evaluations were recorded when they occurred in the selected publications. Different methodologies 
are usually reported within the same publication.  We categorized the research framework for each 
study as (a) ‘PVS’, when a farmer variety evaluation is performed, (b) ‘preferences’ when trait 
prioritization is done, (c) ‘clonal trial’ to characterize crop entries in formal trials either on-farm or on-
station, (d) ‘sensory survey’ which include any evaluation of sensory characteristics by farmers, 
panelists or consumers or (e) ‘PRA’ when surveys were done to investigate the socioeconomic context 
of participants.  
Table 1 shows the methodological characteristics extracted. For each study the protocol that was 
followed for participation was recorded in the “setup” variable and standardized based on commonly 
used terminology like FGD (Focus Group Discussion), KII (key informant interview), semi-structured 
questionnaires, on-station and on-farm trials amongst others. For field trials, the number of sites, 
location, and type of management (farmer, researcher, joint management, farmers collectively and 
farmer with recommendations) was recorded. The number of participants and the sampling strategy 
was noted. In order to cast light on gender, the proportion of women participants was extracted or 
calculated, and we noted whether gender was considered within the sampling strategy and if the data 
collected was disaggregated by sex. Gender focus was also recorded at the publication level based on 
the explicit emphasis on gender within the publication’s discussion and conclusion. This was done 
following Weltzien et al.’s (2020) observation that even when gender disaggregation is performed, in 
most cases it is “not specifically designed for understanding gender-related issues”. Data on the 
number of participants, sampling strategies, female participation as well as the years of trials were 
often alternatively omitted within publications limiting the pool of data available for statistical 
analysis. 
Table 1. Methodological characteristics extracted for each study 
Characteristic Explanation 
Framework PRA, PVS, Preferences, Clonal trial, Sensory survey and 
combinations of these 
First year of trial Starting year for the particular study if available or for the whole 
research otherwise 
Last year of trial Ending year for the particular study if available or for the whole 
research otherwise 
Setup FGD, Structured questionnaires, Interviews, On-farm and On-
station trials etc. 
Number of participants Total number of participants in the study  
Percentage of female 
participants 
Percentage of female participants  





Trial management Farmer, researcher, farmers collectively, farmer with 
recommendations, etc. 
Trial location Farm, community plot (village), research station etc. 
Sampling strategy Voluntary, random, purposive, convenience etc. 
Gendered sampling Were there considerations made with respect to gender at the 
sampling stage? 
Gender disaggregation Were farmers’ responses disaggregated by gender within the 
analysis 
 
Access to data sets 
Even though the reviewed literature was relatively recent and considering there has been an 
increasing trend to include raw datasets within publications in scientific magazines, only 5% of all 
publications included raw datasets. In part this is due to the large fraction of grey literature exposing 
the fact that participatory research is still uncommon within prominent scientific magazines, however 
this also has to do with the fact that farmer participation results in stringent protocols in terms of data 
privacy, raising ethical concerns with sharing locations and private information of farmers. This 
coincides with what was found in previous research (Brown et al., 2020) and can be explained by 
cultural constraints like fear of data being taken out of context and technical challenges like the 
mistrust in global repositories. The lack of data is particularly noticeable when it comes to coordinates, 
since many publications failed to record the exact locations where the field trials or surveys were 
carried out.  Moreover many times the information was limited to mentioning the number of villages 
within a large administrative region like a state. When the names of the villages where given this was 
often misleading since villages with the same name exist, whilst lack of spelling standardization or 
simply the absence of geographic record meant some villages where impossible to locate. Only 19% 
of all publications included geographic coordinates and locations had to be searched manually with 
the help of websites like latitude.to and tageo.com as well as through Google Maps and Open Street 
Maps.  With one exception we were able to find coordinates for all entries.  
Traits extraction and categorization 
Trait extraction was particularly problematic since many publications mentioned characteristics within 
their introduction and conclusions sections that were not included in their study and were referenced 
from external literature. These traits were not included in the database since they were not part of 
the results. Due to the lack of correct structuring, aspects of results and discussions often are mixed 
and include extrapolations and interpretation of traits. This would be difficult for an automated search 
algorithm used in text mining to identify whether traits mentioned in the text are actually measured 
in the field or are being introduced from the researcher’s background knowledge. Table 2 shows the 
trait characteristics we extracted. Within the database we noted both the original form in which the 
trait was mentioned as well as a very standardized form to simplify analysis. Standardization was done 
in a conservative way so that any trait whose interpretation could be disputable was left preserved in 
its original form. Access to the verbatims of the interviews or the surveys would have allowed these 
to be interpreted further with some contextualization, although ultimately individual responses need 
to be homogenized for quantification.  However, most studies already had some standardization done, 
which raises an issue with respect to trait prioritization studies where farmers are free-listing traits, 
either in individual or group interviews or questionnaires. Over-standardization might lead to the loss 
of some more rare or specific traits as well as the misinterpretation of ambiguous characteristics.  In 
the database we recorded the preferred form of the trait when there was some ambiguity like in the 





geographic differences in preferred forms of traits across publications the lack of data reported made 
it impossible to use this variable for analysis.  
Table 2. List of variables extracted for each reported trait 
Variable Explanation 
Socioeconomic Aspects Demographic, socio-cultural and economic characteristics 
recorded 
Crop Ontology ID Identifier or category from the Crop Ontology 
Original trait Trait as reported originally in the publication 
Standardized trait Standardized trait after harmonization  
Trait category Trait categories and subcategory abbreviation 
Protocol Conditions under which the trait was expressed, e.g. ranking 
given traits, scoring, free-listing etc. 
Entity When the trait was used to evaluate a subject, e.g. plant at 
flowering or harvesting, fresh root, gari etc. 
Trait reported by Person who reported the trait: farmer, researcher, processor 
Scale The scale when the protocol involved scoring or measurement  
Preferred form The preferred form of the trait, e.g. for plant height: tall or short 
 
The Crop Ontology (cropontology.org) proposed by CGIAR provides a semantically organized 
collection of the terminology used in breeding across a wide array of crops, including all RTB crops, 
providing an innovative solution for data annotation (Arnaud et al., 2020). For this reason, we 
recorded the Crop Ontology trait identifier for each trait when possible and the reference trait class 
was noted when the trait was not conducible to any trait in the Ontology. However, traits in the 
Ontology were often too specific and focused on the breeder’s perspective and therefore associated 
with quantitative protocols that could not be directly related with farmers’ qualitative view. 
Furthermore, at the category level discrepancies amongst different RTB crops made it difficult to 
establish to which category a crop trait belonged as some crops lacked categories that others had or 
classified the same trait differently. For this reason, we developed a trait classification inspired by that 
used by Marimo et al. (2020), see the categories in Table 3. The protocol used for recording each trait 
was noted based on whether ranking, scoring, listing or data collection in all different forms was 
employed. The person evaluating or mentioning the trait was noted whether researcher, farmer, 
urban consumer etc., the type of scale used for scoring when this was appropriate and the entity 
evaluated (e.g. type of processed product, or the plant stage at evaluation). Demographic, 
institutional, farm and crop characteristics amongst other information recorded in PRAs were also 
recorded but are not analysed in this publication. These characteristics were divided in the following 
categories: demographic, wealth and income sources, farm characteristics, institutional factors and 
access to inputs and services, crop and cultivation, varietal information, agricultural practices, 
constraints, and post-harvest characteristics after consultation with Pricilla Marimo (Personal 
communication, September 2020). 
Table 3. Trait categories for first analysis  
Abiotic stress tolerance (including tolerance to poor soils and 
weeds) 


















Geospatial analysis of the studies distribution 
For the geospatial analysis, all coordinates available where used both universally and disaggregated 
by crop. Since the precision of the coordinates varied greatly, they were clustered and counted both 
by country and first administrative level unit in order to visually display the distribution of the studies 
with QGIS. However the large variation in the details provided with respect to the locations across 
different publications resulted in an artifact since publications reporting village names or coordinates 
had more data-points than publications that only indicated a total number of sites (e.g. ten locations 
in Ogun State). It was not possible to weight this bias in the reporting precision and therefore 
individual locations distribution only offers a superficial insight into the areas covered. Additionally, 
the weight of a particularly detailed publication within one administrative unit may also be misleading 
in terms of the coverage intensity of specific regions. The sub-national distribution maps are more 
useful to establish which regions were covered as opposed to the research intensity. Furthermore first 
level administrative units are not standardized amongst or even within countries in terms of surface 
and may therefore be misleading. This is notable for Uganda that has districts as first level 
administrative units and Nigeria that has states; for comparison the Niger state outsizes the largest 
district in Uganda, Lamwo by roughly 13 times. MapSpam 2017 SSA (Sub Saharan Africa) dataset 
(International Food Policy Research Institute, 2020) was used as an overlay for areas of cultivation 
since it was the only one with complete data for all countries and most of the publications in the 
database corresponded to SSA. Maps were generated for the country level distribution of studies by 
framework: PVS, preferences (trait prioritization) and sensory surveys. For all country level analysis 
centroids were generated based on the available study coordinates. 
Priority trait analysis 
For the general analysis of traits in gender focus, geo-temporal distribution and methodology, the 
publications were grouped into six macro-regions: South America and the Caribbean, Southern Africa, 
East Africa, West Africa, Central Africa, Asia and the Pacific. The methodology analysis was focused on 
PVS, trait prioritization and to a lesser extent on sensory surveys. This is due to the other research 
frameworks like field trials and PRA being indirectly recorded and not being  per se  the subject of this 
study. Publications including PRA and field trials on their own were not included in this database, it 
would therefore be incorrect to draw any conclusion about the distribution of these research 
methodologies. For temporal distribution, publications were grouped by five year intervals and the 
dates of the first year of trial were used when available, otherwise the year of publication was 
employed. The motivation for this was that there can be a considerable time lag between the year the 
study is carried out and the time of publication, therefore the first date is the most appropriate to 





Trait analysis focused on the distinction between farmer’s traits and researcher’s traits. For this 
purpose, traits arising from trait prioritization studies were filtered using their protocol’s attribute in 
order to retain only the traits that were mentioned in free-listing exercises by farmers and excluding 
a minority of trait prioritization studies where farmers were asked to score and/or rank researcher-
given traits. At times trait prioritization studies are used to inform researchers’ choice of traits for the 
following PVS, therefore, in some of the instances, traits chosen by researchers already internalize 
their perception of farmers’ priorities. A publication comparing breeders and farmers trait choices 
(Manu-Aduening et al., 2006) found in conversations with breeders and pathologists that they often 
“included national interests in their process of rejection” which resulted in agreement with farmer’s 
prioritization. This was compared with traits from PVS studies where farmers were asked to evaluate 
varieties on given traits and include traits used in data collection by researchers. R-Studio was used in 
order to create trait frequency matrices by publication ID. Unique frequencies consist in the presence 
or absence of a trait from a given publication, therefore they do not capture the relative importance 
of the trait to farmers or researchers. We analysed the most frequent traits for each crop separately 
for the two group of traits in terms of free-listing (farmers’ traits) and non-free listing (researcher’s 
traits). Due to the trait filtering process and the disaggregation by crop the samples of publications 
were reduced significantly, making cassava and banana the most viable crops for further analysis due 
to the small sample of publications for other crops.  
The steps taken for selecting the sample for analysis meant that geographical correlation analysis of 
single traits was impossible due to the low sample size for some regions, sometimes down to a couple 
of publications. Although we attempted to identify regional trends in the distribution of outliers, traits 
that were rarest, this was not possible. The highly uneven distribution of literature across regions also 
made it difficult to draw conclusions at the regional level. An even more detailed analysis based on 
sub-national distribution was made impossible by the lack of accurate location data and the spread of 
some studies across large areas. Differences between publications in terms of rare single traits were 
often an artifact of over standardization and interpretation of traits by some researchers. To assess 
standardization, we plotted a unique frequency matrix for all traits and publications for both free-
listing and PVS. In terms of Musa sp., the data had to be aggregated due to the fact that publications 
that studied plantain exclusively were too few to constitute a viable sample for analysis, only two 
publications for free-listing and three for non-free-listing.  
For the sake of analysis, we modified the trait categorization slightly (see Table 4). This categorization 
was more condensed, fusing organoleptic with bromatological characteristics and adding planting 
material related traits for the sake of analysis since we wanted to assess how important the quality 
and quantity of planting material produced is to farmers. Bromatological traits were rare and like in 
the case dry matter content or vitamin content were not quantified rather they were expressed by 
farmers as a consequence of organoleptic clues. Planting material related traits included several traits 
that are generally associated with the quantity and quality of planting material produced by the 
variety, which often fell under many categories like plant morphology.  We used this classification to 
calculate the unique frequency of each category and to generate a table with the most frequent 
categories and the most frequent single trait for each category. We also calculated the average weight 
of each category across all publications in terms of the number of traits for the respective category as 
a percentage of all traits mentioned in one publication. Finally we used the more extensive 
categorization mentioned earlier to generate a table with the average frequency of each trait category 
across all publications for all methodologies in order to obtain a larger data sample that could then be 
disaggregated by crop and by region. This shows the average number of traits per publication for each 





Table 4. Trait categories for second analysis 
Abiotic stress tolerance (including tolerance to poor soils and 
weeds) 













Distribution of studies over space and time 
Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of published participatory research studies from 1996-2020 for 
RTB crops. The map shows two areas of density: in West Africa, mainly Nigeria and Ghana and in East 
Africa, mainly Uganda. In Latin America, Brazil and Cuba stand out although participatory research has 
been less prevalent in this region. In Asia even fewer studies have been reported.  
Figure 2 shows the surveyed and trial locations of the studies for the first subnational level of 
administrative units. We observe that banana/plantain studies have been heavily concentrated 
around the Great Lakes Region of Eastern Africa, that is South Western Uganda, North-western 
Tanzania, most of Rwanda and the border region of DRC with all of these; to a lesser extent the Niger 
Delta represents a smaller centre of research in West Africa. For cassava, the situation is reversed: 
West Africa is the centre of participatory research, more specifically the coastal crescent along the 
Gulf of Benin, stretching from Ghana to the Niger Delta. 
 







Figure 2. Map of studies by first-level administrative units: banana/plantain (A) and cassava (B) 
The distribution of research over time was analysed based on the first year of trial or year of 
publication when the former was absent in order to produce Figures 3 and 4. The overall research 
shows two cycles, one peaking in 2005 and the other in 2015, since then the production of research 
papers has diminished, although it is possible that this reflects a lag in the publication of publications 
for the last 5-year period. As for the distribution of research studies by crop, banana/plantain seems 
to have prevailed until the end of the first decade of 2000 with cassava research rising to the top in 
the last decade. The prevalence of banana/plantain is also reflected in the predominance of research 
in East Africa which has started declining in the last 5-year period. Other crops and regions have 






Figure 3. Overall research distribution over time 
 
 
Figure 4. Number of publications for 5-year periods by crop (A) and region (B) 
The coincidence with the areas of cultivation for the corresponding crops are depicted in Figure 5. In 
the case of cassava, the studied area corresponds well with the main areas of cultivation in the Gulf 
of Benin and the Niger delta but evidences the lack of coverage in Northern Nigeria, the far western 
part of West Africa, mainly Sierra Leone and Ivory Coast as well as Central Africa. In the case of banana 
and plantain, the studied locations extend beyond the main areas of cultivation being particularly 








Figure 5. Study locations (coloured plus signs) and areas of cultivation (blue colour scale) for 
banana/plantain in East Africa (A) and cassava in West Africa (B) 
Taking into account the importance of funding cycles in the realization of participatory research and 
breeding programs, we looked at the number of participants as an indicator for the scale of the trials 
and/or surveys. Table 5 shows the evolution of studies’ participant sample size based on three 
brackets representing small, medium and large samples. Given the high variance in the participant 
pool size across studies, the mean did not serve as a good indicator. Sample sizes above 500 are fairly 
rare, and a few studies with over 1500 participants contribute to offsetting the means. There has been 
a trend towards reducing sample sizes, with studies above 500 participants going from 25% in the 
period from 1985-2000 to 5% in the last period of 2016-2020. On the other hand, small size studies 





(Table 6) small studies below 50 participants have been prevalent across Central and Southern Africa 
as well as South America and the Caribbean. Contrarily, West Africa has been characterized by 
medium and large size studies having the highest percentage of studies with more than 500 
participants (19%) of all regions. East Africa appears to have had an even distribution of small and 
medium studies with very few large studies documented.  
 
Table 5. Number of participants per study over time (percentage for each range) 
Year <100 100-500 >500 
1985-2000 0 75 25 
2001-2005 45 38 14 
2006-2010 54 35 11 
2011-2015 51 40 7 
2016-2020 67 29 5 
Total 48 39 11 
  
Table 6. Number of participants by region (percentage per range)   
Region <100 100-500 >500 
Asia and Pacific 57 14 29 
East Africa 49 44 5 
West Africa 34 45 19 
Central Africa 57 36 7 
South America 
and Caribbean 65 30 5 
Southern Africa 67 17 17 
Total 48 39 11 
 
Gender integration in the data and analysis of the studies 
Gender inclusiveness in participatory research can be assessed on different levels. Of all publications, 
51% record the gender of the participants, yet only 27.8% included some sort of gender disaggregation 
of data by (a) separating surveyed groups by gender in the case of FGDs or b(separating individual 
responses by gender in order to assess the correlation between preferences and gender. Table 7 
shows how gender disaggregation varied across crop and region. Yam, banana/plantain and potato 
have similar percentages whilst sweet potato (22.7%) and cassava (13.3%) particularly are lower. 
Although most yam studies were located in West Africa, the high concentration of cassava 
publications in this region offset the high percentages of gender disaggregation in yam as shown by 
the overall lower value in West Africa compared to other regions except for Asia and the Pacific, 
although the small sample size of the latter might have been misleading. Central Africa, Southern 
Africa show a larger percentage of gender disaggregation overall. Figure 4 points to a surprising 






Table 7. Percentage of publications including gender disaggregation of data by crop and region 




Sweet potato 22.7 
Cassava 13.3 
Region % publications including gender disaggregation 
Central Africa 57.1 
Southern Africa 40 
South America and Caribbean 28.6 
East Africa 25 
West Africa 22.5 




Figure 4. Proportion of published publications that report gender disaggregation by publication date 
Although gender disaggregation points to some appreciation of the influence of gender on 
preferences, it does not necessarily imply a focus of the publication on gender. Often in social science 
research, disaggregation of data is done over a series of socio-economic variables like age, income, 
ethnic group etc. For this purpose, the focus on gender was also recorded for each based on an 
evaluation of the discussion and the abstract. This showed that only 19.4% of all publications include 
an explicit focus on gender within their research questions.  
Another indicator of gender inclusion is the percentage of female participants of the total. Table 8 
shows that the gender participation overall is very close to being balanced (49.3%) but the Standard 
Deviation (SD) is high. We can identify a pattern with higher participation in Central and East Africa 
and in banana/plantain research which fits in with the trend seen in gender disaggregation. When 
analysed across time, we see that the mean fluctuates slightly around 50%, the 5% confidence 
intervals reflect the large variation in the data. There appears to be a trend towards more centrally 
clustered data with time which in terms of female participation indicates a tendency towards more 
gender balanced sampling.  















Crop % Female participants 
Banana and plantain 59.5 (26.2) 
Sweet potato 52.9 (28.8) 
Cassava 50.7 (20.3) 
Potato 38.9 (12.4) 
Yam 33.3 (20.9) 
Region % Female participants 
Asia and the Pacific 73 (23.9) 
Central Africa 67.1 (29.7) 
East Africa 48.6 (21) 
West Africa 44.6 (23.7) 
South America and the Caribbean 38.7 (15.7) 
Southern Africa 14.4 (NA) 
Total 49.3 (24.4) 
 
When it comes to differences across methodologies, gender disaggregation is present in 31% of trait 
prioritization studies, 26% of PVS studies and 28% of sensory surveys. As for the percentage of female 
participants, trait prioritization studies average 51% with a SD of 23% and PVS studies are down to 
42% with 24% SD and sensory surveys have 49% average female participation with 21% SD. 
 
Research frameworks and methodologies of the studies 
The most widespread methodological framework across all publications is trait prioritization studies, 
which constitutes 60% of all studies. Trait prioritization refers in this case to all studies where 
participants were asked about their preferred traits and characteristics, whether by freely listing, 
indicating or by evaluating given traits through scoring or ranking. We categorized under PVS those 
studies which involve farmer’s assessment of varieties after being prompted with a physical entity like 
tuberous roots, fruits, or the plant at different stages to evaluate. 
Table 9 shows the percentage of publications employing each methodology by crop. Trait 
prioritization studies have been particularly common in cassava research and to a lesser extent in 
banana and plantain whilst they have been more marginal within potato and sweet potato research. 
Field trial refers to variety field trials, irrespective of where they are performed (on-farm or on-
station), since PVS generally refers to the farmers’ assessment following field trials PVS and field trials 
often occur together and the percentage of PVS can never be higher than that of field trials. PVS has 
been particularly common within potato research (61.5%) whilst being rare in banana and plantain 
research (12.2%). The relation between field trials and PVS is quite revealing since a high ratio of the 
first to the latter, like in the case of banana/plantain and sweet potato, indicates that field trials were 
carried out without farmer’s evaluation.  The field trials were managed by farmers (individually or 
collectively) and without recommendations in 41% of the cases, whilst in 59% of the instances they 
were performed by researchers or by farmers under supervision or recommendations. Yet only 20% 
of the trials were performed on a research station. As shown by the relative lower standard deviation, 












Plantain Cassava Potato 
Sweet 
potato Yam Total SD 
Trait 
prioritization 66 77 39 41 56 60 16 
Field trial 27 52 69 64 56 48 16 
PVS 12 42 62 36 31 32 18 
Sensory 
survey 22 26 39 32 38 29 7 
 
Table 10 shows the geographic distribution of the study methodologies by region. In this case, the 
standard deviations are larger and some results can be misleading due to the limited number of 
publications for some regions, mainly Asia and the Pacific as well as South America to a lesser extent. 
Breaking down methodologies by region allows us to discern a stark difference between Central Africa 
and East Africa. Despite most of both these regions having been dominated by research in 
banana/plantain, especially around the Great Lakes regions, trait prioritizations studies have been far 
more widely diffused in Central Africa (87.5%) compared to East Africa (28,9%). Furthermore, sensory 
surveys have been relatively rare across East Africa (2.9%) compared to other regions.  Interestingly 
although the variation across crops was moderate, it is much more appreciable across regions, with 
Southern Africa and South America and the Caribbean being the regions with the highest frequency 
of sensory surveys across publications. 














Africa Total SD 
Trait 
prioritization 63 29 40 65 0 88 60 31 
Field trial 37 42 60 77 100 38 48 25 
PVS 23 20 20 35 80 38 32 23 
Sensory 
survey 21 3 60 65 40 25 29 24 
 
As for the evolution in methodology used across time, Figure 5 reflects how PVS has been declining 
since 1990 losing its predominance to trait prioritization, whilst sensory tests have increased since the 
early 2000 and remained stable since. In the last period of 2016-2020, PVS studies seem to have been 
making a comeback to the research scene. Possibly these fluctuations are related to pulses in funding. 
Since there can be a considerable lag between the years of trial and the publication it is uncertain 
whether the results for the last period could point even more significantly towards a return of PVS. It 
is clear that large breeding programs including large field trials depend significantly on funding 
availability, whilst Trait prioritization and PRA trials which are often performed in conjunction with 






Figure 5. Proportion of methods in publications about participatory studies on RTB crops  
Geographically speaking Figure 6 shows how trait prioritization studies have been concentrated in 
both East and South Eastern Africa as well as West Africa, and especially Nigeria and Uganda. PVS has 
also been used across South America, mainly Brazil as well as Cuba. Meanwhile, PVS have been more 
spread out to include Latin America, South Africa, South Asia, whilst in East Africa the focus shifts 
further north to Kenya and Ethiopia. Sensory trials have been less frequent and more evenly spread 
with only Uganda displaying some level of concentration. 
 







Assessing trait inclusion in participatory studies by researchers 
In this section we assess the representativeness of traits studied in participatory variety evaluation. 
We do this by comparing two sets of traits and their frequency of being mentioned in studies. The first 
set are those obtained from free-listing exercises which are a subset of traits from trait prioritization 
studies and exclude ranking and scoring exercise for given traits. For brevity, we call these ‘farmer-
prioritized traits’ in what follows. A second set of traits is those selected for participatory evaluation 
in PVS and sensory surveys. We call these ‘researcher-prioritized traits’. This comparison between 
farmer-prioritized and researcher-prioritized traits will enable us to assess to what extent researchers 
select traits for participatory studies that represent traits that farmers are truly concerned about. For 
this, we will focus on cassava and banana/plantain only, since few publications with farmer-prioritized 
traits were available for the other RTB crops. Plantain and banana/plantain are analysed together 
given the small sample of publications for plantain. Lumping these publications together should not 
be too problematic as plantains are functionally similar to cooking banana/plantain and should not 
differ significantly when it comes to farmers’ traits.  
Figure 7 shows farmer-prioritized and researcher-prioritized trait frequencies. Only traits that appear 
in two or more publications are shown. Most traits are mentioned only once: 95 out of 126  (75%) 
farmer-prioritized traits and 62 out of 99 (63%) researcher-prioritized traits. In order to account for 
single-mention traits we grouped traits by categories (Tables 11 and 12). We indicated the most 
frequent trait per category and its frequency in order to show the level of convergence within each 
category (the extent to which a category is dominated by one or more traits).  
The results show that productivity and organoleptic traits are the most common categories amongst 
both farmer-prioritized and researcher-prioritized traits. Taste is the most important organoleptic trait 
in both cases. Bunch size ranks first among the farmer-prioritized traits, and the roughly equivalent 
variable of bunch weight is third among the researcher-prioritized traits. Early maturity is key as a 
farmer-prioritized trait (72%) but less so as a researcher-prioritized trait (50%). The same happens 
with drought tolerance (61% vs 21%), although this is the main abiotic stress trait for both researchers 
and farmers. Diverse organoleptic traits seem to be emphasized by researchers, with texture, cooked 
food colour and flavour appearing amongst the top 10 most frequent traits, whilst fruit appearance 
appears as the third most mentioned category and stands in 10th place for farmers (28%). Peel colour 
is the most frequent trait amongst the fruit appearance ones together with finger length and finger 
size picked by researchers in 21% of all publications, whilst even the most frequently mentioned trait 
by farmers: flesh colour only amounts to 17%. Peel colour is possibly related with market acceptability 
by final customers and therefore either it is internalized and expressed as marketability or in the case 
of subsistence farmers it is a trait of secondary importance. Marketability in fact is likely to condense 
an array of end-user traits related with appearance and palatability or processing when the final user 
is the processing industry. 
Pest and disease appear to be almost equally important and researchers are more specific with black 
leaf streak tolerance1 being the single most mentioned trait within this category. Plant height is the 
most common trait related with plant morphology amongst both researchers and farmers, however 
this category did not enter the top 10 for farmers. Preferences in terms of plant height are often not 
consistent even within the same region, that is because it is indirectly related with other traits. For 
instance, banana height might be negatively correlated with wind tolerance or ease of harvest but 
 





positively correlated with shelter provision, suggesting some farmers are looking for secondary uses. 
Performance in poor soils appears as an important trait to farmers and is mentioned by them in over 
50% of publications yet it is uncommon amongst researchers. Production of sufficient planting 
material in terms of quality and quantity is of paramount importance to farmers (56%) and although 
it is underpinned by multiple biological traits, it was mostly mentioned in general terms as planting 
material availability (44%) . When it comes to researchers, the frequency of this category comes down 
to 33% and furthermore this appears fragmented into many different traits, with no clear emphasis 
on planting material within breeding programs. 
  
Figure 7. Banana/plantain traits listed by decreasing frequency across all publications in percentage, 







Table 11. Most mentioned trait categories by frequency in free-listing surveys for banana and 
plantain. In brackets the most frequent trait by category and its frequency 
Trait Category Frequency (percentage) 




Phenological (Early maturity) 78 (72) 
Abiotic stress (Drought tolerance)  
Pest and disease (Pest and disease tolerance) 
72 (61) 
72 (44) 
Socioeconomic (Marketability) 67 (61) 




Management (Labour intensiveness) 33 (17) 
Conservation (Shelf life)  




Table 12. Most mentioned trait categories by frequency in researcher-prioritized surveys for banana 
and plantain. In brackets the most frequent trait by category and its frequency 
Trait Category Frequency (percentage) 
Organoleptic (Taste) 87 (86) 
Productivity (Bunch weight) 80 (57) 
Fruit appearance (Peel colour, finger length, finger size) 73 (21) 
Pest and disease (Black leaf streak disease) 67 (21) 
Phenological (Early maturity) 60 (50) 
Plant morphology (Plant height) 47 (36) 
Abiotic stress (Drought tolerance = Wind tolerance) 
Processing (Juice quality) 
40 (21) 
40 (14) 
Conservation (Shelf life) 




Tables 13 and 14 show the relative mean weight of each trait category within studies. The importance 
of organoleptic traits within PVS studies is placed into context by the high standard deviation (27) 
suggesting that few studies are focused on complete sensory evaluations with standardized 
organoleptic traits while others ignore them altogether. In contrast, for farmers, organoleptic traits 
are more uniform and ultimately epitomized by taste whilst processing is relatively important to 
farmers within some studies. Yet the high SD shows that this varies a lot with some studies having 
many processing traits and others none.  
Table 13. Banana/plantain - Means and standard deviation of the percentage relative weight of each 
trait category within individual publications (researcher-prioritized) 
Trait Category Mean Standard Deviation 
Organoleptic 30 27 
Productivity 15 15 
Fruit appearance 15 12 
Pest and disease 12 14 





Processing 6 12 
Plant morphology 5 7 
Abiotic stress 4 6 
Planting material 2 5 
Socioeconomic 2 5 
Conservation 2 4 
Management 1 3 
 
Table 14. Means and standard deviation of the percentage relative weight of each trait category 
within individual publications (free-listing) 
Trait Category Mean Standard Deviation 
Organoleptic 19 10 
Processing 15 25 
Abiotic stress 12 10 
Productivity 11 5 
Phenological 10 7 
Socioeconomic 8 8 
Pest and disease 7 6 
Planting material 6 7 
Fruit appearance 6 13 
Management 4 6 
Conservation 2 4 
Plant morphology 1 3 
 
  
Figure 8. Trait (y-axis) vs publication (x-axis) unique frequency matrix plot for researcher traits in 
banana/plantain and plantain, axes are in descending order 
As for correlations between regions and specific farmer-prioritized traits, the limited number of 
publications for some regions made it hard to draw any conclusions. However some traits were only 
present in some regions. The trait analysis revealed that conservation in transport was only observed 





suggest that distance to market and post-harvest deterioration is a major issue in this region as 
opposed to West Africa and Latin America.   
Figure 8 shows the unique trait frequency across PVS studies. We would expect publications with the 
rarest traits to correspond with the publications with the largest array of traits. Yet we observe a fuzzy 
distribution with a high variation in the trait composition of each publication and therefore evidencing 
a low level of standardization across publications. In fact there is no single trait that is present across 
all publications. 
Figure 9 shows the frequency of farmer-prioritized traits and researcher-prioritized traits for cassava. 
Fresh root yield appears as the single most common trait in both cases and the main productivity 
indicator. Early maturity is the second most frequent trait amongst farmers and is mentioned in 82% 
of the publications however surprisingly it did not appear amongst the researchers’ characteristics in 
the publications analysed. Instead the single most mentioned phenological trait for researchers was 
height at first branching (29%). Tables 15 and 16 show the breakdown by trait categories, evidencing 
organoleptic traits are ubiquitous for farmers (86%) and dominated by taste (63%), followed by root 
fibre. Instead for researchers the main organoleptic traits are less important overall (57%) and root 
dry matter content appears as the most widespread characteristic. Incidentally, root dry matter 
content also appears in almost 50% of publications within free-listing traits. Root cyanide is the fourth 
trait by frequency amongst researchers but it is rare amongst farmers. 
Pest and disease tolerance is the second most frequent category across in both cases, although just 
as for all categories, the frequency is higher amongst farmers (91% vs 64%). The importance of biotic 
stress tolerance amongst farmers is coherent with what found by Thiele et al. (2020) in Uganda and 
Tanzania, where hybrid adoption is driven by the farmer’s perception of biotic stress tolerance. The 
most common trait in this category is the general pest and disease tolerance according to farmers 
whilst for researchers it is more specifically Cassava Mosaic Disease (CMD) tolerance. This in part could 
be explained by the development of research within the CMD tolerance project sponsored by IITA 
(Kulakow, personal communication, August 2020). However unlike in bananas and plantains, the 
generalized trait only accounts for 45% of publications. It is followed by disease tolerance implying a 
greater pressure from disease rather than pest, coinciding with researchers’ interest in CMD and 
bacterial blight. Abiotic stress seems less important when compared to bananas and plantains. It is 
mentioned only 55% of times by farmers with drought tolerance being the single most frequently 
mentioned characteristic (45%), however this category has not been recorded amongst researchers’ 
traits. A possible explanation is that the effects of drought are observed by researchers through yield 
reductions and therefore there is no need to prompt farmers to evaluate drought tolerance 
qualitatively. 
Processing appears as one of the most fragmented categories, although both farmers and researchers 
stressed ease of peeling more often. In this case, researchers fall short of representing farmers’ 
interest in processing characteristics as demonstrated by the large difference in frequency (86% vs 
43%). Poundability is the second most common free-listing trait, yet it does not appear amongst 
researchers’ traits evidencing how traits of importance to farmers are still to be characterized and 
standardized in quantifiable indicators that can be bred for. Plant height is the most common plant 
morphology trait for both farmers and researchers, yet it has a higher frequency amongst researchers, 
evidencing that fragmentation of this category for farmers is not accounted for by breeders. 
Furthermore, for farmers, conservation traits are equally important to plant morphology (68%), 





For root appearance, similar discrepancies are found. Flesh colour is the most important trait in this 
category according to farmers 36%, whilst it appears less than 20% amongst researchers, surpassed 
by root shape at 21%. Marketability, a trait that incorporates final user preferences appears 41% of 
times for farmers whilst is absent amongst researchers. Finally planting material related traits appear 
68% of times amongst farmers and only 36% amongst researchers. This category is fairly fragmented 
with the single most frequent trait being planting material availability (27%) amongst farmers.  This 
fragmentation may lead to a lower emphasis on this trait category amongst breeders.  
 
 
Figure 9. Casava traits listed by decreasing frequency across all publications in percentage, farmer-
prioritized (A) and researcher-prioritized (B). Farmers selected traits through elicitation exercises 







Table 15. Most mentioned trait categories by frequency in free-listing surveys for cassava. In 
brackets the most frequent trait by category and its frequency 
Trait Category Frequency (percentage) 
Productivity (Fresh root yield) 100 (91) 
Pest and disease (Pest and disease tolerance) 




Processing (Ease of peeling) 
86 (63) 
86 (50) 
Plant morphology (Plant height) 
Conservation (Soil storability) 
68 (36) 
68 (55) 
Planting material (Planting material availability) 59 (27) 
Abiotic stress (Drought tolerance) 
Tuber appearance (Flesh colour) 
55 (45) 
55 (36) 
Socioeconomic (Marketability) 45 (41) 
 
Table 16. Most mentioned trait categories by frequency in researchers-predetermined surveys for 
cassava. In brackets the most frequent trait by category and its frequency 
Trait Category Frequency (percentage) 
Productivity (Fresh root yield) 93 (93) 
Pest and disease (CMD tolerance) 64 (43) 
Organoleptic (Root dry matter) 
Plant morphology (Plant height) 
57 (50) 
57 (50) 
Processing (Ease of peeling) 43 (14) 
Phenological (Height at first branching) 
Planting material (Cutting production) 





Tables 17 and 18 show the mean weight of each category in free-listing and researcher-predetermined 
traits. Processing traits have the highest weight amongst farmers although with a high standard 
deviation, evidencing that processing related traits are diverse, yet not present in some publications. 
Productivity is only in third place for farmers whilst it occupies the first place for researchers due to 
the fact that researchers work with more diverse productivity indicators. The same happens with pest 
and disease related traits although this largely varies across publications as evidenced by the high 
standard deviation, this means that some publications take into account a comprehensive array of 
phytopathogenic agents whilst others are very limited. With the exception of productivity all traits 
have a higher standard deviation than their means, showing the irregular distribution of trait 
categories across different publications. This lack of trait standardization can be observed at the trait 
level in Figure 10 which shows the trait frequency matrix. Here we can clearly see many outliers 







Table 17. Means and standard deviation of the percentage relative weight of each cassava trait 
category within individual publications (free-listing) 
Trait Category Mean Standard Deviation 
Processing 18 11 
Organoleptic 14 9 
Productivity  11 6 
Pest and disease 11 7 
Plant morphology 11 13 
Phenological 8 7 
Tuber appearance 7 10 
Planting material 6 6 
Conservation 6 6 
Abiotic stress 5 5 
Socioeconomic 3 4 
Management 1 3 
 
Table 18. Means and standard deviation of the percentage relative weight of each cassava trait 
category within individual publications (researchers-predetermined) 
Trait Category Mean Standard Deviation 
Productivity 32 23 
Pest and disease  16 23 
Organoleptic 14 15 
Processing 13 27 
Plant morphology 8 8 
Phenological 7 14 
Tuber appearance 6 8 
















Figure 10. Trait (y-axis) vs publication(x-axis) unique frequency matrix plot for researcher traits 
cassava, axes are in descending order 
Tables 19 and 20 show the average number of traits per publication for each category and subcategory 
disaggregated by crop and region. This includes all publications from the database in order to assess 
general trends in participatory research. Biotic stress tolerance has an average above or equal to one 
trait for all crops however cassava and yam appear as the crops with the most mentions. Disease is 
relatively important for cassava and potato compared with pests. Pests instead are more commonly 
mentioned for yam and sweet potato. Morphological traits, which are subdivided into fruit and tuber 
appearance and plant morphology are also important, in terms of number of traits, for all crops. In 
cassava and yam fruit morphology has on average more traits mentioned (2.5-2.6 publication) whilst 
for plant morphology cassava and potato have on average more than two traits per publication, and 
banana/plantain and sweet potato have a mean below one. Organoleptic traits are significantly more 
abundant in banana/plantain with, in total 4.7 traits per publication of which 1.7 are for processed 
products. banana/plantain is followed by yam, cassava and sweet potato whilst potato has the lowest 
incidence of organoleptic traits. Leaf sensory characteristics are of minor importance but slightly more 
present in sweet potato, whilst processed products characteristics are almost non-existent in potato 
and sweet potato.  
Productivity related traits are on average above one per publication as it is to be expected, however 
they are significantly more diverse for cassava and potato, especially when compared with 
banana/plantain. The above ground productivity has been more often measured for cassava. 
Processing related traits are frequent and diverse for cassava and yam and rare in potato and sweet 
potato, however unexpectedly they also fall below one on average for banana/plantain. 
Bromatological characteristics are recorded less often yet they stand above one for cassava and sweet 
potato, in the former probably due to the frequent use of dry matter content. Social traits are as 
expected rare, yet relatively more frequent in banana/plantain, whilst economic traits like 
marketability are equally spread with the largest mean in potato. Conservation appears to 
approximate one only for cassava followed by yam. Management related traits are rare for all crops 
and only slightly more frequent in banana/plantain and cassava. Finally, phenological traits linger 
around one, for sweet potato and banana/plantain, whilst they are more frequent for cassava and 









plantain Cassava Potato Sweetpotato Yam 
Biotic Stress (Total) 1,0 2,9 2,0 1,5 2,8 
Biotic Stress (General) 0,3 0,9 0,3 0,2 0,4 
Biotic Stress (Disease) 0,4 1,5 1,5 0,5 1,4 
Biotic stress (Pest) 0,3 0,5 0,2 0,7 1,1 
Morphological (Total) 2,5 4,7 3,8 2,9 3,9 
Morphological (Fruit and 
tuber) 1,7 2,6 1,8 2,2 2,5 
Morphological (Plant) 0,9 2,1 2,0 0,6 1,4 
Organoleptic (Total) 4,7 2,8 1,3 2,7 3,6 
Organoleptic (General) 3,0 1,8 1,1 2,5 3,0 
Organoleptic (Processed) 1,7 0,9 0,2 0,0 0,5 
Organoleptic (Leaf) 0,0 0,1 0,0 0,3 0,1 
Productivity (Total) 1,4 3,1 3,0 2,0 2,3 
Productivity (General) 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
Productivity (Fruit and 
tuber) 1,1 2,4 2,8 1,6 2,0 
Productivity (Other plant 
parts) 0,3 0,7 0,2 0,3 0,3 
Processing 0,9 2,6 0,3 0,3 2,4 
Bromatological 0,2 1,4 0,2 1,2 0,5 
Social 0,5 0,3 0,2 0,2 0,2 
Abiotic stress 1,1 1,0 1,0 0,8 0,9 
Economic 0,4 0,4 0,5 0,4 0,3 
Conservation 0,3 0,8 0,4 0,5 0,6 
Management 0,3 0,3 0,1 0,2 0,1 
Phenological 1,1 1,5 1,5 0,9 1,9 
 
Comparing these results with those broken down by region, we observe a pattern with the higher 
frequency of cassava and yam in West Africa and banana/plantain in East Africa. Biotic stress therefore 
is more prominent in West Africa although disease seems equally important across Central, Eastern 
and Western Africa. As we can see from the lower frequency across this category biotic stress 
frequency is better explained by crop than by region. The opposite happens for morphological traits 
that appear to be much better explained by the regional distribution since South America and the 
Caribbean shows a high average number of morphological traits per publication, coinciding with 
cassava studies, especially in Brazil. Processed organoleptic traits appear more often in West Africa 
and this does not appear to be an artifact of the higher presence of cassava studies in this region. That 
is to say especially compared to East Africa, in West Africa greater attention has been given to 
organoleptic traits of processed foods irrespective of crop.  
We observe that for productivity traits the higher mean of cassava does not overlap with a high mean 
in West Africa, instead Central Africa and East Africa have the highest fruit and tuber appearance 
related traits which also does not overlap with the average number of traits for banana/plantain. This 
suggests that cassava and potato research in Eastern and Central Africa has emphasized the diversity 





with the trend discussed earlier. Bromatological traits are abnormally high in Asia as an artifact of the 
limited sample and a particular publication with a comprehensive mineral analysis. Social and 
economic traits appear more frequently in Southern Africa which could also be an artifact of sample 
size. Abiotic stress appears more often in East Africa, partly due to the high incidence of 
banana/plantain research there, however the higher absolute value for the region than the crop 
shows that geographical distribution better explains abiotic stress importance. Conservation appears 
to be particularly important in Southern and Western Africa whilst management shows no clear trend. 
Finally, phenological traits appear disproportionately represented in Central Africa in spite of there 
not being any yam publication from that region in the database. This suggests that phenological traits 
like early maturity are particularly important there. 
 

















Biotic Stress (Total) 1,6 1,8 0,4 0,4 1,4 2,5 
Biotic Stress (General) 0,4 0,3 0,0 0,2 0,5 0,6 
Biotic Stress (Disease) 1,1 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,7 1,1 
Biotic stress (Pest) 0,1 0,5 0,4 0,2 0,2 0,8 
Morphological (Total) 3,5 2,6 1,8 3,6 5,7 3,6 
Morphological (Fruit and 
tuber) 2,4 1,6 1,6 1,4 3,3 2,3 
Morphological (Plant) 1,1 1,0 0,2 2,2 2,4 1,3 
Organoleptic (Total) 2,1 3,8 2,2 3,6 1,9 3,8 
Organoleptic (General) 1,9 2,8 1,6 3,2 1,6 2,4 
Organoleptic (Processed) 0,3 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,2 1,3 
Organoleptic (Leaf) 0,0 0,0 0,6 0,4 0,0 0,1 
Productivity (Total) 2,9 2,4 1,8 1,8 2,4 1,9 
Productivity (General) 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,0 
Productivity (Fruit and tuber) 2,5 2,0 1,4 1,8 1,8 1,6 
Productivity (Other plant 
parts) 0,4 0,4 0,4 0,0 0,5 0,3 
Processing 1,4 1,0 0,0 0,2 1,0 2,2 
Bromatological 0,3 0,6 4,0 0,4 0,6 0,7 
Social 0,4 0,3 0,0 1,0 0,4 0,2 
Abiotic stress 0,9 1,4 0,2 0,2 0,4 1,1 
Economic 0,5 0,5 0,0 0,6 0,2 0,4 
Conservation 0,5 0,6 0,2 0,8 0,1 0,7 
Management 0,0 0,3 0,0 0,2 0,1 0,3 










The geographic and temporal distribution of participatory varietal selection is inextricably related with 
trends in international founding as well as large breeding programs carried out by local institutions. 
The West Africa Centre for Crop Improvement (WACCI), located in Ghana has implemented a 
requirement for including one chapter involving participatory methodology within all PhD thesis often 
in the form of PRA or trait prioritization studies (Hernan Ceballos, Personal communication, 
September 2020). The specific location of trials and surveyed populations is related with the locations 
of research institutes like it is the case with the NRCRI in Umudike, Nigeria. The location of research 
hubs like the IITA in Nigeria have centralized research efforts. This explains why the main areas of 
cassava cultivations in West Africa have not been fully targeted by research such is the case of Sierra 
Leone.  
Some districts appear to be targeted more by research like Luwero in Uganda and Bukoba in Tanzania. 
This could be related with convenience in terms of logistical access and proximity to research centres, 
but also one main factor in facilitating participatory research is the availability of lists of farmers from 
extension agencies or NGOs which enable sampling of the surveyed group. The existence of previous 
research especially if involving PRA and trait prioritization studies can inform researchers on key 
aspects of the local production systems as well as farmer’s preferences. This could explain why the 
targeted regions for banana research across East Africa do not overlay exactly with the main areas of 
cultivation. Nevertheless, it is also related to the fact that participatory research targets small farmers 
who normally grow bananas in home gardens and intercropping systems, something that might not 
reflect the distribution of commercial production areas.  
This is an important factor to take into account since in regions where the final user of the crop is 
mainly the processing industry, breeding efforts have been focused on improving specific 
characteristics to cater for the final user as well as general agronomic performance (Hernan Ceballos, 
Personal communication, September 2020). This has been the focus of CIAT’s breeding program in 
Colombia and explains why major industry-oriented producers in South-East Asia (mainly Thailand) 
and elsewhere like Paraguay have not been targeted by participatory breeding. In countries whose 
market is focused on fresh export like Costa Rica where the cultivar “Valencia” dominates, the need 
for breeding new varieties is minimal. In West Africa on the contrary the prevalence of subsistence 
farming explains the need for varieties that are locally adapted, suit farmers’ numerous uses and 
satisfy diverse preferences. The same could be said about bananas with areas of high density of 
planted area often coinciding with commercial Cavendish monocultures for export, e.g. the Urabá 
Antioqueño region in Colombia, or El Oro in Ecuador. 
The data available in the publications analysed here was quite reductive especially when it comes to 
studied locations since many studies do not report this information. Furthermore, most of the 
research is yet to be published, this is especially the case for PVS studies done by the CIP in Perú, which 
have been extensive yet to be included within this database (Elisa Salas, Personal Communication, 
August 2020). However, the gender-responsive protocol (de Haan et al., 2019) developed at CIP using 
Mother & Baby trials which combines on-farm and demonstration fields has already been adopted by 
other researchers in Bolivia, Colombia, India and Bangladesh producing some of the publications 
included in this database. In spite of this, even in the case of potato, Africa has been the most targeted 





like the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa which has been a major founder since 2006, targeting 
precisely East and Western Africa. Although Uganda has been a major recipient of funding for research 
studies the main methodology there has been trait prioritization, which is a less costly approach 
compared with methodologies that involve field trials like PVS. This can be explained by the 
significantly higher costs of banana research, that has been predominant in Uganda. Banana research 
requires at least four years of field trials and monitoring limiting the possibilities of performing PVS 
and contributing to the clustering of trial locations in logistically convenient areas close to research 
centres (Brigitte Uwimana, Personal communication, December 2020). 
Gender 
Despite the efforts to emphasize gender sensitive protocols in participatory research, we found that 
gender disaggregation diminished in the last decade.  However 18 out of 24 publications that had a 
strong gender component have been published in the last decade. Amongst the many potential 
reasons for that is a general increase in trait prioritization studies which often involve social-scientists, 
as well as specific agendas like CGIAR RTB program which has greatly contributed to the Gender and 
Breeding initiative and training courses such as those offered by the GREAT program2. Publications 
focused on gender are a subset of those including disaggregation of data by gender, which in turn are 
a subset of those who simply record gender. Considering the low effort required to record gender in 
individual surveys it should be common practice, furthermore within PVS simple protocols have been 
developed to differentiate votes based on markers, or distinct tokens like is the case with different 
colour beans (de Haan et al., 2019). According to the data, lack of female participation itself does not 
seem to be a major issue except perhaps in South America, rather the issue seems to be related with 
the lack of purposive sampling and data disaggregation during the analysis.  
Recording the gender of the participants allows the data on trait preferences to be analysed on the 
basis of gender, something that can contribute significantly to our understanding of farmer, consumer 
and processor preferences since often on small scale, traditional farming systems these roles are 
intertwined. This information however requires supporting research in the form of PRA to understand 
gender disparities in participation across the supply chain. This partly explains why trait prioritization 
studies which are often accompanied by PRA studies involving social scientists appear to be more 
sensitive to gender disaggregation and have a higher female participation overall. It appears essential 
that a characterization of participants in selection and breeding programs is taken into account since 
gender roles can play an important part in variety adoption and acceptability.  
Although female participation appears to be fairly balanced there is evidence that there are large 
variations across publications, that is some of the samples are dominated by women whilst others by 
men. This seems to be partly reflecting the researchers’ responsiveness to cultural differences across 
locations, since in some communities, specific crops and activities are delegated with one specific 
gender. In this sense it is debatable whether equally balanced participant pools are desirable or 
appropriate in some cases. However, the fact that the gender composition (as well as other 
demographic and socio-economic characteristics) of the respondent samples varies widely across 
publications makes it difficult to attribute any divergence in trait preferences between publications to 
geographical differences alone. There is nonetheless a declining trend in the standard deviation of 
female participation, meaning that studies are increasingly more balanced. Our results concur with 
Weltzien et al. (2019) recent findings that research is not “specifically designed to understand gender 
 





issues”, and although mentions to gender have been increasing in the last decade the research design, 
sampling and analysis are still lacking in their ability to quantify gender differences. 
Research frameworks and methodology 
It is difficult to draw a clear line when it comes to the different methodologies employed since often 
publications include more than one protocol, especially within longer breeding programs that may 
begin with a PRA and trait prioritization study followed by on-station trials, farmer’s visual assessment 
and selection and finally on-farm trials. The downside of streamlining breeding in this way is the high 
cost involved and the fact that often the individual phases are not well documented in literature. A 
different approach is to use trait prioritization studies as well as sensory surveys to inform breeders 
about the most important traits for farmers as well as other final users like consumers and the 
processing industry. By identifying the traits and linking them to quantifiable variables these can be 
used as indicators of desirable and undesirable characteristics during the selection process. 
Unfortunately, only 10% of all publications phrased their survey to identify undesired characteristics. 
The phrasing of the questionnaires is fundamental since negatory statements are often not implied 
and if farmers are not specifically prompted to indicate undesired characteristics and if these are 
ignored throughout the breeding process this might result in variety rejection or poor acceptance at 
release.  
Trait prioritization has been the most common methodology, partly due to the lower costs of 
implementing open questionnaires and FGD, and partly due to the fact that together with PRAs they 
instruct other research protocols including PVS, sensory surveys or traditional breeding methods 
about which specific traits to focus on. The main target of participatory research are small subsistence 
farmers, who produce for self-consumption, as well as processing or selling surplus on the fresh 
market. This type of farmer is one most attached to traditional varieties and values multiple 
characteristics due to their multiple uses (Bellon, 1996). Since they act partly as primary consumers, 
producers and processors it makes sense that sensory surveys have targeted them specifically and 
separately from sensory surveys involving urban consumers and trained panellists. Although this 
methodology is present in almost a quarter of all studies interviews with cassava and yam breeders as 
well as the recent line of work by the RTB crops research group suggests that farmer’s perceptions in 
the selection of organoleptic traits can be uninformative, too subjective, vague and qualitative.  
The prevalence of PVS has shown a declining trend as a percentage of the total and has been 
progressively been replaced by trait prioritization and sensory surveys . This might be a reflection of 
funding availability, however it also possibly has to do with the shift in focus of the participation within 
the breeding process.  Farmer’s evaluations and selection are a lengthy process that requires breeding 
over many generations in an attempt to reconcile agronomic parameters with farmer’s acceptance. 
Trait prioritization can partly help anticipate farmers’ reception by internalizing some of their 
previously identified preferences within the quantitative variables that are measured in on-station 
clonal trials. One exception to this trend is potato, possibly due to the impact of the CIP published 
manual for PVS with mother and baby trials (Haan et al., 2019). In interviews with Elisa Salas from the 
CIP we learned that this protocol has facilitated the standardization of this type of research, effectively 
fomenting it in potato, something we also observed. Cassava, especially in Nigeria has been another 
centre for PVS research, this is possibly due to the large influx of funding in the region that has 
rendered possible to perform large on-farm trials across all the country.  
When field trials were done we observed, like Kool et al. (2020), that treatments are poorly described 
and the farmers´ management is often dealt with as homogeneous. It is generally unclear why 





any external validity. The lack of reporting on surveyed locations and even sample sizes stands as a 
major limitation to the extrapolation of results. Sampling strategies are often voluntary, random or 
convenient and seldom purposive, often performed within predetermined farmer records kept by 
NGOs or associations whose membership may already entail bias. 
Traits 
There are clear differences between the traits prioritized by farmers and those prioritized by 
researchers. As expected, researchers focus on fewer, more standardized and easily quantifiable 
traits. Yet as illustrated by the frequency matrix plot standardization is still a challenge amongst 
researchers as many traits are studied. Moreover the variation in the stage of evaluation (post-
harvest, flowering, harvest or a combination) is reflected in the focus on different traits across 
literature. Although productivity and organoleptic traits dominate in both cases researchers have 
focused on having farmers evaluate taste and texture as well as flavour and cooked colour across most 
publications. Whilst methodology is partly to blame for the focus on post-harvest traits other authors 
have suggested that free-riding in field evaluation may result in less observations and therefore less 
emphasis on pre-harvest traits (Misiko, 2013). 
There is therefore a reductive tendency to focus farmer’s feedback on their perception as consumers. 
A controversial approach since arguably ranking and scoring varieties on taste alone is something that 
a trained sensory panel could perform better. The concern of farmers with marketability reinforces 
this hypothesis since it evidences the importance of palatability of the variety to final users. 
Nevertheless, farmer’s organoleptic preferences for self-consumption may differ from those of 
trained panellists. The internalization of final-user preferences in and condensing of many different 
traits into marketability might point to the use of different varieties for complementary uses (home 
consumption or selling in the market) (van Etten et al., 2019b). Ultimately it could be argued that 
developing agronomically performing varieties that have high market acceptability is the best way to 
advance the livelihoods of farmers by focusing on their role as commercial producers rather than that 
catering to subsistence farming and self-consumption.  
The perception of taste of farmers may differ from that of researchers (and amongst farmers 
themselves) and reflect a subjective general acceptance and palatability of the product as opposed to 
being a well-defined spectrum that spans from sweet to bitter. This explains why amongst researchers, 
other organoleptic characteristics like texture are more widespread than amongst farmers. Something 
similar appears with bunch size which, unlike bunch weight, is a qualitative trait that likely 
incorporates aspects of the bunch and fruit appearance. While bunch weight is a pure measure of 
mass, bunch size also reflects the volume and form of the bunch, hands and fingers. This might offer 
an explanation as to why fruit appearance is less important in farmers’ traits. Surprisingly among 
researchers, one of the most frequent traits for this category is peel colour instead of flesh colour as 
it is to farmers, suggesting a focus on visual attractiveness on the market. Shelf-life in banana and 
plantain is also a trait that is key to commercialization. The slightly higher frequency of conservation 
amongst researchers, at odds with the general trend in lower frequencies for all categories amongst 
researchers, shows an emphasis on final markets.  
Biotic and abiotic tolerance appear as equally important to farmers, whilst researchers appear to 
stress abiotic tolerance much less so. Drought tolerance only appears 21% of times amongst 
researchers whilst its frequency amongst farmers is nearly threefold. Furthermore, drought and wind 
tolerance are equally frequent amongst researchers, whilst wind tolerance is only present in a few 
trait prioritization studies. This indicates that wind is only an issue in some areas, but researchers need 





tolerance are complex.  Resistance to windthrow for example is correlated with many traits including 
stem thickness, root development, plant height and leafiness amongst others. Abiotic stress tolerance 
like in the case of drought might be easier to measure through its impact on productivity once 
environmental conditions experienced by the crop are known to the researcher. It remains of interest 
however to determine how farmers evaluate drought tolerance and how they discern and quantify its 
impact vis-a-vis other stressors. Similarly, performance in poor soils is mentioned by farmers in half of 
the studies but rarely by researchers, as soil quality is a complex trait to dissect with many 
ramifications, stressors associated with poor soils may vary entirely across regions. Performance or 
resistance to poor soils is a trait that is inextricably entwined with the soil characteristics in the region 
and might have to do with poor soil structure, pH, aluminium phytotoxicity, specific mineral deficiency 
or disequilibrium. Performance in poor soil may in many cases be associated with N limitation 
tolerance in low input systems, something that can potentially be bred for. However, it is impossible 
to identify what tolerance to poor soils means to each farmer if the soil conditions are not locally 
characterized and the treatment or farmer’s practices are not described as it often occurs (Kool et al., 
2020). 
In cassava, we observe an even more pronounced difference between the traits mentioned in free-
listing by farmers and those chosen by researchers.  Early maturity in cassava is a particularly 
important trait since the seasonality in rainfall can significantly affect the root dry matter content and 
the quality of cuttings at harvest. Higher storage carbohydrates accumulation is found in tubers and 
cuttings harvested before the rainy seasons, maximizing both the quality of the cassava for starch 
production as well as the storage and sprouting ability of planting material. Although generally the 
preference is for early maturity this varies even within one study area, where multiple traditional 
varieties with different crop cycle length are used due to the possibility of staggered harvest. Teeken 
et al. (2018) found that in Nigeria early maturing varieties are associated with poor dry matter content 
and soil storability, whilst on the positive side they display ease of peeling, low fibre content and good 
yield in marginal environments. This kind of trade-off can explain the different perception of one trait 
even within the same village. On the other hand, this appraisal may only apply to a specific region and 
in areas with different rainfall patterns early maturity may show an inverse correlation with dry 
matter. Soil storability is also essential in allowing staggered harvest both for commercialization as 
well as food security, however it has not been emphasized by researchers on the publications studied 
here. When cassava is sold to industry for processing the ability to sell cassava off-season allows 
farmers to benefit from better prices. This means that breeders should take into consideration climatic 
patterns, farming practices and market structure in order to include early maturity effectively into the 
breeding process. 
Unfortunately, the relation between the market and the farmers’ traits are often not recorded, this 
makes it difficult to draw conclusions on how differences in the end users affect the farmer’s 
preferences. Dry matter content was unexpectedly found amongst farmer’s traits. Although this might 
be partly due to over-standardization by researchers of other related traits like mealiness and 
starchiness, there is also evidence that farmers in some regions have internalized the processing 
industry’s terminology and assess this trait visually and physically in terms of heftiness. Conversely 
root fibre appears as an important trait to farmers yet is absent amongst the researchers’ traits. Taste 
and texture for farmers are often expressed in a spectrum of sweetness-bitterness and mealiness-
wateriness respectively although they may also embody other organoleptic characteristics. 
Nevertheless they appear translated into root cyanide and starch content amongst researchers’ traits. 
Root cyanide and starch content are also mentioned by farmers but considerably less often. Ultimately 





organoleptic traits. Poundability is a controversial trait which relates to a series of characteristics that 
make it suitable for pounding fresh boiled cassava and its sometimes equated to non-toxicity and 
therefore cyanide content (Nweke, 2004; Wossen et al., 2017, Bentley et al., 2017) while it can also 
be associated with textural quality. In order to determine a quantitative indicator for poundability 
surveys need to clarify what individual farmers inted by it within their context. 
Marketability is an important trait for cassava although less so than banana. Instead processing and 
conservation related characteristics are more frequent amongst free listing traits in cassava. This 
points to a reduced importance of fresh commercialization for cassava and instead indicates an 
emphasis on long term storage and conservation either fresh or processed. In the case of cassava, 
multiple traditional varieties are used alternately for fresh and pounded consumption or for gari 
production that allows for higher cyanide content cassava to be used due to the drying and/or 
fermentation process. Ease of peeling appears to have been integrated into researchers’ traits in spite 
of being a qualitative trait just like poundability. The tuber appearance in cassava is more important 
than fruit appearance is in bananas and plantains, especially flesh colour which appears to have been 
regarded less frequently by researchers, this could shed some light onto the acceptability of vitamin-
A fortified cassava.  
Compared to bananas and plantains where abiotic and biotic stress tolerance were considered equally 
by farmers, it appears in cassava that concern with pest and disease is more widespread whilst abiotic 
stress tolerance is less so. This could be due to the fact that cassava is inherently more drought 
tolerant than banana and therefore in regions with regular rainfall the adaptation to drought is of 
lesser importance. This also reflects the fact that most areas of participatory study in West Africa were 
located in the southern coastal region and towards the Niger delta where precipitations are more 
abundant than in the far North. Furthermore cassava is also relatively less nutritionally demanding 
explaining the much lower frequency of poor soil tolerance amongst cassava farmers. This could have 
biased breeding programs towards downplaying drought tolerance as an important trait, especially in 
view of impending climate change. Instead the importance of pest and disease tolerance amongst 
farmers might be culturally biased as suggested. Farmers fears of potential crop losses to disease tend 
to over emphasise the importance of disease tolerance like in the case of cassava brown streak disease 
which is mentioned in regions of Nigeria where has not been recorded (Béla Teeken, personal 
communication, August 2020). Steinke and van Etten (2017) suggested that farmers associate disease 
susceptibility with complete crop loss and therefore give it a disproportionate weight. Throughout the 
reviewed literature we encountered the terms resistant and tolerant used extensively and 
interchangeably in farmer’s evaluation. The distinction between these terms may be hard to 
comprehend for farmers and better trait terminology should be adopted that can reflect the 
difference between incidence and severity although this would require farmers to appraise the 
correlation with factors that determine pest or disease pressure. 
Planting material related traits are often ignored within breeding programs, this can be seen in the 
considerable difference that there is in the frequency of this category between farmers and 
researchers’ traits in both banana and cassava. Moreover this invisibility is also given by the fact that 
planting material production, quality and access are expressed through a diverse array of traits which 
are often not explicitly related to planting material by researchers that record farmers’ preferences. 
Across RTB crops, three main types of planting materials are identifiable: cuttings for cassava, sweet 
potato and yam, suckers in banana and plantains and seed and ware tubers mainly used in potato. 
Where cuttings are used traits related with plant morphology like branching, architecture, number of 
stems and possibly even plant height can be related with planting material production which makes it 





germination and establishment rate all relate with the quality of the seed tubers and cuttings as well 
as their storability from one season to the other. However it is clear that the production of planting 
material is essential as evidenced by the frequency with which availability is mentioned by farmers. 
Good storability and sprouting rates have also been partly ignored in conventional breeding as 
evidenced by the discovery of bad germination of vitamin-A fortified cassava at the on-farm trial stage 
(Peter Kulakow and Hernan Ceballos, Personal communication, September 2020). 
Unlike for bananas, wind tolerance is not a major concern for cassava , whilst weed tolerance is. 
Intercropping suitability is also more frequently mentioned amongst cassava farmers. Moreover, the 
consumption of leaves both by humans as well as livestock explains the presence of traits like above 
ground biomass and leafiness. This could result in a trade off for breeders since plant architecture is 
correlated with leaf production and in turn with a better competitiveness with weeds, however it can 
be detrimental to intercropping. Ndjouenkeu et al. (2020) found that in Nigeria a large canopy in 
cassava was associated with cutting production, higher yield and weed suppression. Moreover 
herbivory, whether by insects or cattle, is negatively correlated with the plant toxicity and hydrogen 
cyanide(HCN) concentrations in leaves which in turn are detrimental to human consumption. This is 
potentially a significant trade-off when it comes to reconciling tolerance to herbivory with 
consumption versatility, which may be done by farmers through the use of a portfolio of varieties for 
planting in according to the proximity to the house and reflecting the risk gradient of wild-animal 
damage (Thiele et al., 2020).  
The distribution of research publications for different crops varies greatly across regions, partly by 
virtue of the range of cultivation and the prevalence of participatory research in the area. This in turn 
is related with a series of factors including: the incidence of subsistence and small scale farming, the 
presence of research institutes, the convenience due to previous studies realized, logistical access and 
availability of farmers lists and networks that facilitate recruiting as well as pulses of conditional 
founding for participatory research focused on specific crops or regions. Trait categories studies are 
highly dependent on the type of research framework and setup adopted, like sensory surveys, on farm 
trials or trait prioritization. Research frameworks in turn depend on all the factors mentioned above. 
It is therefore very difficult to differentiate specific correlations between any of these variables. 
However by comparing the average number of traits per publication for each category between crop 
and region we can interpret the higher values as an indication that the variable is more explanatory in 
each case. When trends go in the contrary direction to what is expected by the analysis of the 
correlation between crop and region this raises a few questions.  
One of these unexpected trends is the fact that banana and plantain publications have a low number 
of processing traits, well below cassava and yam in spite of the large number of processing traits 
registered in the PVS studies as seen in Table 10 and supported by the large number of different 
processing methodologies for EAHB and plantain. This suggests that the great diversity of processing 
uses given to banana and plantains, and the traits associated have been underestimated in 
participatory research publications. The higher incidence of processing traits in West Africa coincides 
with the higher frequency of sensory trials compared with East Africa as well as the higher frequency 
of organoleptic traits for processed foods. The higher incidence of conservation and processing in 
cassava indicates the need for storage possibly due to the nature of commercialization i.e. the lack of 
access to a stable market for fresh produce or a developed processing industry. Although this points 
in part to the fact that shelf-life is often overlooked within breeding programs, this could also be 
signalling an issue with the storage conditions as well as cropping patterns and seasonality. 
Bromatological traits, mainly dry matter content have been exceedingly important in cassava, 





improvement or rather through a combination of late maturing varieties and well timed harvesting 
and crop management. It would require a cost-effectiveness assessment to determine whether 
genetic improvement or management practices is the best solution for each case. 
The fact that abiotic stress is higher in East Africa coincides with the high frequency of drought and to 
a lesser extent wind tolerance mentioned amongst banana and to a lesser extent cassava farmers. 
This trait category is not as frequent amongst PVS traits set by researchers; therefore this suggests 
that there should be a greater emphasis on it. Biotic stress on the other hand appears to be better 
explained by crop distribution with disease being closely associated with cassava and yam. The high 
incidence of phenological traits across Central Africa suggests the importance of this category, of 
which the most recurrent traits are early maturity and longevity in banana and plantain. The incidence 
of plant morphology traits instead, especially for cassava points to the hidden importance of planting 
material as well as leaf consumption, yet this does not explain the high incidence for potato and 
especially in South America, suggesting that plant architecture might be considered more important 
for this crop. This might have to do with the relation of plant architecture to moisture induce disease 
in plants with a prostrate growth habit (Steinke & van, 2017). Unexpectedly sweet potato which 
appears as the crop with the highest frequency of organoleptic leaf traits showed low incidence of 
plant morphology and above ground productivity traits, pointing to a gap in the research. Similarly, 
organoleptic traits appear to be particularly frequent in East Africa, although publications from this 
region have the lowest incidence of sensory surveys. This might mean that research has fallen short 




Based on our discussion of the literature review we have produced four main conclusions: 
Firstly, although participatory research is a growing field in breeding, promoted by funding pulses and 
large programs, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa, it has not produced a large amount of peer-reviewed 
literature. Moreover, it has been heavily focused around some regions, which impacts the external 
validity and reproducibility of participatory research since sampling strategies are not uniform and 
often are not informed by regional and demographic characterization studies. Significant differences 
in preferences have been attributed to gender and are likely to exist for other demographic variables, 
it is therefore critical that publications report a characterization of the target population prior to 
sampling (Weltzien et al., 2019), especially with respect to involvement in the different stages of 
production and processing. Marimo et al.(2020) recently found that research that provides a “better 
understanding of the farming production and seed systems remains scanty or missing”. This type of 
exploratory research at the regional level should lay the foundations for further surveys on 
preferences. The Rural Household Multi-Indicator Survey (RHoMIS) proposed by Hammond et al. 
(2017) could be a streamlined and standardized way to integrate simple questionnaires into 
participatory research, providing basic understanding of the demographic and socio-economic profile 
of the experimental population. With respect to gender specifically, CGIAR has proposed the G+ tools3 








Secondly, we found no consistency in the research methodology across the literature which makes 
building cumulative knowledge difficult due to a lack of external validity of the data. External validity 
is related to the experimental conditions in field trials as well as the environmental heterogeneity 
across the surveyed regions. One of the main advantages of on-farm selection is that it allows to 
quantify the GxE interaction that occurs at the real farm scale and can result in better adapted 
varieties (Bellon & Reeves, 2002; Fadda et al., 2020). However without adequate record keeping of 
environmental conditions and practices followed by the farmers there is no way of grasping the 
heterogeneity in the different treatments and therefore correlating these conditions with farmer 
preferences and field performance. Some of these issues are addressed by the tricot citizen science 
approach which is capable of “link[ing] climatic and varietal information directly to farmer decision 
making” in a scalable and cost-effective way (van Etten et al., 2019a).  
Characterization of the farming system and local varieties is critical to the understanding of farmer’s  
evaluation and preferences. Introduced varieties have to compete for adoption with local cultivars 
and social acceptance is important. In part because farmers are more prone to adopt familiar varieties 
that resemble the traditional ones, but also because in the case of RTB crops the reliance on the 
informal seed market is an important bottleneck and only widespread adoption can address the issue 
of plant material availability. At the preference level, an endowment bias is bound to happen with 
respect to the local varieties and it is therefore vital that the identification of local varieties is 
performed at the individual farm level. Randomly assigning varieties and controls can also be a way to 
address this bias (van Etten et al., 2019b), at least at the field trial stage. It may be complicated to 
identify the local variety that farmers employ for comparison since they often work with a portfolio 
of varieties for the different uses and these might have contrasting characteristics for the same trait 
(Thiele et al., 2020).  
Thirdly, we found that in the reviewed literature the protocols used for data collection on farmer’s 
preferences are not phrased in a way that allows follow-up questions to clarify the reasons for 
selecting a specific characteristic. Rather the traits are often interpreted subjectively by researchers 
based on generalizations and external knowledge. Trade-offs between traits are a recurrent issue 
which farmers have tackled by using different varieties addressing various needs and breeding for a 
single multi-purpose cultivar may require compromises that result in a variety inferior to the local 
alternatives. Moreover, preferred traits indicated by farmers often hide their perceptions with respect 
to other traits like ease of peeling being correlated with dry matter content with negative 
consequences on gari yield (Ndjouenkeu et al., 2020). For this reason, it is critical that surveys add 
value by asking for more detail (Forsythe et al., 2020) and clear explanations of why a trait is liked or 
disliked.  Traits should also be weighted since the presence or absence of some characteristic may be 
non-negotiable. If a trait can be quantified and a range can be built like it is the case of sweetness-
bitterness it is important that we understand the preference distribution curve, since utility might 
decrease gradually or instead be fairly stable until it reaches a certain threshold at which it drops 
significantly. The gamification approach of AgroDuos has proven that pair-wise ranking is a valid 
methodology, but it is imperative that the correct phrasing is used in order to capture the right levels 
for qualitative traits like disease susceptibility (Steinke & van Etten, 2017).  
Lastly, improved protocols for targeting research, sampling and data collection stages can only lead to 
cumulative improvements when they are combined with standardized data management, 
digitalization and sharing protocols. We corroborated that, as suggested by Brown et al. (2020) it is 
still not common for datasets to be made available. FAIR standards need to be implemented at the 
reporting stage in order to allow for comparability across publications. Key information like dates of 





power of extrapolation from publications. Moreover, we believe that the use of electronic field books 
and the implementation of Crop Ontologies like the one developed by CGIAR (Arnaud et al., 2020) can 
improve the capacity for the integration of results for big data analysis. Rank based methods like Tricot 
can facilitate the aggregation of data on traits and offer a solution to standardization and statistical 
analysis since they are an alternative to parametrical methods like scoring which suffer from the 
heterogeneity of measurement scales. Moreover, the Tricot approach allows for scaling experiments, 
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